
Weekly Spellings Week 1: -ibly/ably 
These spellings will be tested next Friday. As well as using this approach, there are many ways that you can learn 
spellings effectively. Try creating your own wordsearches, practicing spellings in bubble writing and different fonts or 
make a poster explaining the spelling rule.  

Look Cover/Write  Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write 

reasonably       

responsibly      

legibly      

possibly      

tolerably      

horribly      

suitably       

sensibly      

comfortably      

irresistibly       

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Weekly Spellings Week 2: Prefixes 
These spellings will be tested next Friday. As well as using this approach, there are many ways that you can learn 
spellings effectively. Try creating your own wordsearches, practicing spellings in bubble writing and different fonts or 
make a poster explaining the spelling rule.  

Look Cover/Write  Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write 

foreshadow      

interact      

interface      

postpone      

irrelevant      

irredeemable      

semi-
conscious 

     

hypersonic       

translate      

transnational       

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Weekly Spellings Week 3: Spelling patterns, di, dis or de 
These spellings will be tested next Friday. As well as using this approach, there are many ways that you can learn 
spellings effectively. Try creating your own wordsearches, practicing spellings in bubble writing and different fonts or 
make a poster explaining the spelling rule.  

Look Cover/Write  Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write 

disabled      

despicable      

difficult      

detective      

determine      

dimension      

definitely       

description      

devious       

 

 



 
 



Weekly Spellings Week 4: le, il, el, al 
These spellings will be tested next Friday. As well as using this approach, there are many ways that you can learn 
spellings effectively. Try creating your own wordsearches, practicing spellings in bubble writing and different fonts or 
make a poster explaining the spelling rule.  

Look Cover/Write  Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write 

stencil      

swivel      

huddle      

utensil      

squirrel       

whistle       

doddle      

double      

general      

hospital       

 

 



 

 

 

 



Weekly Spellings Week 5: Common misspellings/revision 
These spellings will be tested next Friday. As well as using this approach, there are many ways that you can learn 
spellings effectively. Try creating your own wordsearches, practicing spellings in bubble writing and different fonts or 
make a poster explaining the spelling rule.  

Look Cover/Write  Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write Cover/Write 

yacht      

vehicle        

recommend      

pronunciation      

privilege       

opportunity       

nuisance       

necessary      

muscle      

mischievous        

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 


